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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2017036956A1] A loading system comprises at least two different loading devices, which serve for the conveyance of freight and for the
loading of a transport vehicle and which have in each case one freight carrier (6), and at least two different freight receptacles (80, 80') which are
adapted to the respective loading device and which are mounted onto the respective freight carrier (6) thereof. In the contact region of the freight
carriers (6) and of the freight receptacles (80, 80') mounted thereon, primary engagement elements (78) are provided on the freight carriers (6), and
corresponding secondary engagement elements (79) are provided on the freight receptacles so as to be positioned in alignment with said primary
engagement elements. The primary engagement elements (78) of the first and the second loading device and the secondary engagement elements
(79) of the first and of the second freight receptacle are designed such that the first freight receptacle (80) is also compatible with the second loading
device, but conversely the second freight receptacle (80') is incompatible with the first loading device.
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